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A Survey on Parallel Architectures and
Programming Models

Branimir Pervan and Josip Knezović
University of Zagreb, Faculty of Electrical Engineering and Computing

branimir.pervan@fer.hr; josip.knezovic@fer.hr

Abstract—In addition to large-scale computers, multicore
processors have taken a significant part in all kinds of devices,
from personal computers to cell phones. Although programming
techniques for parallel systems exist for a while, the development
of applications that can appropriately utilize multicores is still
challenging in many aspects, especially for full exploitation of
the computational resources. Additionally, another challenge is
the efficient and easy programming of heterogeneous systems
for the complete exploitation of silicon resources. Solutions
to making parallel programming more developer-friendly are
various programming models that abstract parallelism and
concurrency. Implementations of those models need to extend
even to lower layers of software parallelism and hardware
parallelism as well.

This paper gives an overview of parallel architectures and
trending programming models for such processing units and sys-
tems. It also presents challenges to scalability and portability in
parallel systems and presents up to date trends in heterogeneous
systems that heavily exploit parallelism.

Index Terms—parallel architectures, parallel programming,
heterogeneous systems, scalability, portability, domain-specific
languages, reactive programming

I. INTRODUCTION

Moore’s Law stated that the number of transistors on an
integrated circuit doubles approximately every two years. The
author of the law, in a recent interview [1] said that he sees
Moore’s law “dying here in the next decade or so”, main
reason being the fact that technology has hit 3 types of “wall”,
namely [2]:

1) Power wall - As a result of the significant increase in
frequency, the ability to dissipate heat has reached a
physical limit.

2) Instruction-Level parallelism wall - ILP causes a super-
linear increase in complexity and power consumption
of the processing unit without linear speed up in the
application performance.

3) Memory wall - The mismatch between memory speed
and computation speed.

From the latter follows that new hardware has to be designed
and developed in multicore or multichip fashion to deliver
expected higher performance. Consequently, programs need
to be developed in such a manner to exploit given multicore
system.
To achieve desired speedups in multicore and potentially
heterogeneous environments, one has to exploit potential
parallelism on every layer, starting from Instruction-Level

to upper layers. Although most of today’s languages offer
explicit programming at the level of threads and locks [3],
without modern programming constructs, such models are
unreasonably difficult to use on a wider scale and developer-
unfriendly. Parallel programming models offer an abstraction
over lower layers of parallelism with varying success.

The main reason for research in the domain of parallel
processing is higher availability of multicores in every
segment of society mainly due to lower prices and favorable
cost-performance ratios. Also, most of the algorithms
developed in computer science are designed for single
instruction flow, and lots of existing applications aren’t able
to efficiently exploit underlying multicore hardware as well.

Heterogeneous parallel programming is another reason for
research as it emerged with the appearance of General-purpose
Graphics processing units (GPGPUs) and programming
frameworks such as CUDA [4]. The presence of GPUs in
computers of an everyday user enables (to a wider audience)
processing of large amounts of vectorized data in parallel.
Availability of Field-programmable gate array (FPGA)
technology opened a way into cheap specific accelerators.
Programming models and frameworks for easy and efficient
development of such accelerators are yet to be explored [5].
Another challenge is algorithms for runtime management
which would be able to detect which parts of code should
be executed on which hardware to achieve maximum
performance or cost-performance ratio. Also, High-Level
synthesis presents a challenge, considering the limitations in
existing frameworks (i.e. Vivado HLS [6]) especially when
programming languages with higher levels of abstraction are
used.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Architecture
models are classified in section 2, while an overview of most
common parallel programming models is given in section 3.
Current major trends and possible research topics are listed
and analyzed in section 4.

II. ARCHITECTURE MODELS

The base for any classification of any computer architecture,
which implies parallel architectures as well, starts with Flynn’s
classification [7]. Flynn proposed four main ways in which
computer approaches instruction and memory streams:
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• Single instruction stream, single data stream - SISD
• Single instruction stream, multiple data streams - SIMD
• Multiple instruction streams, single data stream - MISD
• Multiple instruction streams, multiple data streams -

MIMD
Although not in Flynn’s classification, various sources added
Single instruction, multiple threads - SIMT as an execution
model where SIMD model is combined with multithreading
techniques, and SPMD - Single program, multiple data streams
[8].

On the other hand, Hennessy and Patterson classify paral-
lelism, with respect to applications, on two levels [9]:

• Data-Level parallelism - This level of parallelism copes
with parallelization problems by focusing on ways of
distributing data across different computation nodes or
devices which then operate on that data in parallel. The
scale on which it can be applied varies greatly, from
multicores to heterogeneous clusters. Data containers
for data which is operated on can be specialized data
structures or any regular data structures like arrays or
matrices that are being divided and distributed.

• Task-Level parallelism - Focuses on separating and
scheduling different tasks for execution on different pro-
cessing units. Those tasks can operate on shared or
distributed data.

With respect to ways in which computer hardware can
exploit those two types of parallelism, there are four major
ways [9]:

• Instruction level
• Vector architectures and GPUs
• Thread level
• Request level

A. Instruction-Level parallelism

Instruction-Level parallelism, in its most common case, im-
plies overlapping of instructions during execution to achieve an
increase in performance. There are basically two approaches
to exploit ILP: Dynamic (Hardware) and Static (Software).
Dynamic exploitation relies on capability of processors to
detect when instructions can be executed in parallel, while
software exploitation relies on compilers to detect paralleliz-
able instructions at compile time [9].
The most common technique used to exploit Instruction-Level
parallelism is Pipelining. Given that every modern processor
has an n-stage pipeline where every stage represents one phase
in execution of an instruction, exploiting would consist of
overlapping instructions (coloured differently in figure 1) in
different phases of execution. Keeping a pipeline full requires
finding sequences of unrelated instructions either during run-
time or compile time.

Loop Unrolling is another technique to exploit ILP. It is
a loop transformation technique which exploits space-time
tradeoff eliminating instructions that control the loop, such as
pointer arithmetic and tests for loop ending on each iteration

Fig. 1. 4-stage pipeline [10]

[11]. This effectively reduces branch penalties and delays in
reading data from memory. Unrolling itself is performed in
such way that loop is rewritten as a repeated sequence of
independent statements [12].

Branch penalties can be reduced by using Branch Prediction
techniques. Branch prediction aims to predict which branch
the processor has to take after the execution of a conditional
jump. Static branch prediction uses information collected from
earlier runs. The key observation is that individual branch is
often highly biased toward taken or untaken [9]. Dynamic
branch prediction uses information collected on-the-fly. Such
techniques include branch prediction buffers (more concretely,
for example, Two-level adaptive predictor [13]) or branch
history tables.
Another technique is Dynamic Scheduling. A major limitation
of Pipelining is potential data dependency between instruc-
tions in various phases of execution. If currently executing
instruction requires the result of an instruction that is also in
pipeline, data hazard will happen and execution will be stalled.
Using Dynamic Scheduling technique, processor rearranges
the instruction execution while maintaining data flow and
exception behavior. [9].

B. Vector architectures and Graphics Processing Unit

A prototype of SIMD architecture is a vector processor
(vector architectures in general). Those are based on the fact
that one instruction can be applied to multiple data in parallel
exploiting data-level parallelism [9]. Vector processors can
also operate on one-dimensional arrays (vectors) which enable
them to process large amounts of data in parallel. Another way
in which vector processor can exploit its capabilities is to grab
a set of data elements scattered around memory, to organize
them in large vector registers, and to process them.
On the other hand, Graphics processing units (GPU) have
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always been processors with capabilities to process large
amounts of data in parallel. With the appearance of interfaces
and platforms which enabled easier development of programs
for such devices (e.g. CUDA [4]), they emerged as purely
computational devices. CUDA uses a modified version of C
language to enable the programmer to utilize the full potential
of GPUs and GPU-like architectures with many of parallel
floating-point units.
SIMD extensions for multimedia, such as SSEx or AVX [14],
can be considered as another type of vector architectures as
they exploit the fact that multimedia data is usually narrower
than internal processor buses, registers and computational
units.

C. Thread-Level parallelism

This type of parallelism is being exploited from higher
levels of abstraction relative to ILP and Vector processors.
Threads, being the smallest sequence of instruction that can be
managed independently [15], imply the existence of multiple
program counters and hence are being exploited primarily
through MIMD computers [9]. Thread-Level parallelism is
being exploited on various scaled computers: from desktop
computers to servers. By running many threads at once, one
can decouple various parts of the program of which some
could be prone to high latencies, and thus better exploit
assigned processing time. On a server scale, exploitation of
Thread-Level parallelism leads to increase in performance and
availability when it comes to high amounts of I/O and memory
latencies.

D. Request-Level parallelism

Being implemented mostly on larger scales, Request-Level
parallelism exploits parallelism among largely decoupled tasks
specified by the programmer or the operating system [9].
Such tasks are, e. g., user requests to a web service hosted
on a server, or multiple queries to database on servers that,
nowadays, handle millions of requests within hours. In general,
those requests are largely independent and mostly involve
read-only data operations. Computations within those requests
are also easily partitioned within a request and across different
requests.

III. PROGRAMMING MODELS

Programming model is an abstraction of architecture used
to express programs for the abstracted platform. It exposes
interfaces of some subset of its functionalities to enable the
programmer to write programs for that platform. Parallel
programming model abstracts parallel architecture. Parallel
programming problems can be approached with respect to
process interaction and with respect to problem decomposi-
tion [16]. Problem decomposition approach is analogous to
already mentioned classification of parallelism with respect to
applications (Data-Level and Task-Level parallelism) with the
addition of implicit parallelism which resembles everything
that the compiler, the runtime or the hardware are responsible
for. On the other hand, the process interaction approach

takes into consideration ways of unavoidable communication
between parallel processes. These are:

• Message passing - Processes exchange data through
messages. Communication can be either synchronous or
asynchronous

• Shared memory - Processes communicate through part
of memory which can be accessed by all participants.
To avoid race conditions, semaphores and monitors are
usually utilized

• Implicit communication - Covers every aspect of com-
munication hidden from the programmer.

Savage’s process interaction classification fits to classifica-
tion of pure parallel programming models according to [17]
who also proposes implementations of those models:

A. Pthreads

POSIX threads (Pthreads) is standardized programming
interface for exploiting threading mechanisms implemented
by various processors [18]. Although Pthreads originated as
UNIX standard, it eventually settled down as an official.
Pthreads have access to their private and to global (shared)
process memory. API contains 4 main groups of subroutines:

• Thread management
• Mutexes
• Condition variables
• Synchronization

Unlike processes, they are more lightweight when it comes to
creation and memory requirements. On the other hand, they
require manual synchronization through mutexes, and can’t
easily be ported to non-POSIX compliant systems.

B. OpenMP

Open Multi-Processing (OpenMP [19]) is an API that sup-
ports multiprocessing on most platforms through utilization of
shared memory. It is implemented as an extension for C, C++
and Fortran programming languages [20] and thus requires a
compiler for the respective languages with OpenMP support .
Generated code is portable and can be used on GPUs as well.
Since it relies on the shared memory model, communication
model is simple (no need to incorporate messaging). On the
other hand, it currently runs well only in shared memory
multiprocessor platforms.

C. MPI

Message passing interface implementations rely purely on
message exchange to enable programming of parallel comput-
ers. Absence of using shared memory (only limited distributed
shared memory in MPI-2) makes it memory independent
and more scalable than OpenMP. The MPI standard includes
following concepts [21]:

• Communicator
• Point-to-point message-passing
• Collective communications
• Group and communicator concepts
• Process topologies
• Environmental management
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Fig. 2. Available actions for actors in the Actor model [26]

• Process creation and management
• One-sided communications
• Extended Collective operations,
• External interfaces
• I/O
• Profiling interface

To date, one of MPI implementations, namely Open MPI is
used by many supercomputers from the TOP500 list [22].

D. Actors

The actor model is a mathematical model that treats actors
as primitives of parallel computation. As an autonomous unit,
an actor can (depicted in figure 2):

• Receive messages
• Make local decisions
• Create new actors
• Send messages
• Set up response for next message received

To avoid locks, actors can reach each other only through
messages. Global state modifying is forbidden, as an actor can
modify only its private state. One possible implementation of
Actor model is in programming language Scala [23], [24] and
Akka framework [25].

IV. TRENDS

A. Domain-Specific Languages

Except for the parallel programming itself, the current
major trend in this field is efficient exploitation of pro-
cessing power in heterogeneous environments using Domain-
Specific languages. Such languages, in most cases, abstract
away parallelism or concurrency and heterogeneity. Normally,

Domain-Specific language is a programming language itself
and it requires whole compiler infrastructure which, in addition
to standard optimizations, enables Domain-Specific optimiza-
tions such as Optimizing Linear Computations [27]. To help
overcome that, Delite [28], [29] has been developed (whole
stack represented in figure 3). It is a framework for building
custom Domain-Specific languages, compiler infrastructure,
runtime and management as well. Domain-Specific languages
built on Delite are embedded into Scala [24], general purpose
programming language. Those languages are then transpiled
to Intermediate representation and then further compiled to
C++, CUDA or OpenCL [30]. Example of a Domain-Specific
language built upon Delite is OptiML, used for machine
learning purposes [31]. Additional example of a DSL paired
with mathematically provable rewriting system is LIFT [32]
Another Domain-Specific language approach is an interme-
diate language used to aid programmers to express transfor-
mations to better exploit parallelism. An example of such
language is DMLL - Distributed MultiLoop Language [33].

B. Stream processing

Stream processing using Domain-Specific languages is an-
other major trend. This programming languages facilitate
processing of large sequences of data, such as multimedia,
video, graphic or signal processing [34], [35]. One such
Domain-Specific language is StreamIt [36] which is, although
it originates from 2002., still actual due to regular updates and
additional research [34], [37] including [38] which proposed
transformations, facilitated through Intermediate language -
LaminarIR in between of compilation of StreamIt to C,
resulting in dramatic speedups and energy savings. Another
notable project in field of stream processing is compila-
tion flow of Brook streaming language (Brook) directly to
Field-programmable gate array circuits (FPGA) [39], [40].
Some work has been done in optimization of throughput
for streaming applications on CPU - FPGA systems under
latency and power constraints [41]. Also, algorithms have been
developed to map tasks onto the heterogeneous systems by
their architectural capabilities and task characteristics. From
other point of view, [37] developed a framework to map
streaming applications onto GPU, while [42] developed Java
programming language extension which incorporates stream
processing with the language which later runs on Java virtual
machine.

C. Custom runtimes

Another approach would be to create custom runtimes and
management systems for parallel and heterogeneous envi-
ronments. Harmony [43] is a runtime and execution model
that provides parallelism management, dynamic scheduling,
matching of certain classes of algorithms to specifically tai-
lored architectures and online monitoring. Another available
system is Dandelion [44] by Microsoft. It provides a uni-
fied programming model to program heterogeneous systems
with data-parallel applications. By utilizing .NET framework
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and LINQ, it integrates data-parallel operations into general-
purpose programming languages (C#, F#). Compiling chain
later cross-compiles .NET code to CUDA kernels. Data-
parallel portions are distributed automatically. HPX (High
Performance ParalleX) [45] is a parallel runtime system that
facilitates distributed operations, fine-grained constraint-based
parallelism, and supports runtime adaptive resource manage-
ment. Delite [28], [29] could also be classified as a custom
runtime framework.

D. Reactive programming

Another trend to consider is using Reactive programming
techniques [46] and Functional programming languages.
Immutability and event-driven development can make
parallel programming significantly easier, more explicit
and expressive. Functional languages with parallel patterns
can also be used for hardware generation. Moreover, they
can be useful in avoiding many of the problems faced
when generating hardware from imperative languages [47].
Reactiveness can also be achieved on processor level [48].
Using parallel data structures where parallelism is abstracted
away in operations on those structures can also significantly
increase performance [49].

E. Programming languages

To achieve and express parallelism, various researchers
proposed extensions to the existing programming languages
or completely novel programming languages.

1) Extensions: Extensions to the existing general-purpose
programming languages are a possibility as well. Cilk [50]
and Charm++ [51] are examples of extensions of the C / C++
programming languages, while X10 [52] and Habanero-Java
(successor to the aforementioned X10) [53] are extensions
to the Java programming language. Intel Threading Building
Blocks [54] is an example of a C++ template library used for
parallel programming on multicore processors. It provides a
work-stealing task scheduler and a scalable memory allocator.

2) Custom programming languages: Chapel [55] is a cus-
tom programming language for productive parallel computing
with support for distributed arrays, data parallelism, and task
parallelism. Legion [56] is also a custom programming model
and runtime system for distributed heterogeneous computers.
Legion introduces logical regions as a new abstraction for
describing the structure and usage of program data.

F. Other approaches

In heterogeneous environments, especially with FPGAs,
speedups can be achieved on Sliding-Window applications
[57]. They can also be used in non-explicitly computing
environments, like network switches in data centers to improve
overall performance and reduce energy costs [58].

By extending OpenMP programming model, OmpSs [59]
and OpenACC [60] provide support for heterogeneous hard-
ware by exposing programming constructs for offloading
kernels to accelerators. Other approaches include languages

Fig. 3. The Delite framework for Domain-Specific languages [28]

like C++ AMP [61] in advantage to OpenCL and CUDA
claiming better portability across different architectures and
generations within the same architecture [62]. Another trend
are customized heterogeneous High Performance Computing
systems, i.e. MANGO project [63].

V. CONCLUSION

Although virtually omnipresent, parallel programming and
its challenges persisted from the very beginning of multipro-
cessing and multicore computational units. However, it is more
actual than ever for a couple of main reasons:

• Affordable prices of various multicore processors in both
home and enterprise environments

• Existing applications are not efficient at exploiting paral-
lelism

Moreover, popularization of General-purpose GPUs (GPGPU)
enhanced with appropriate programming models (CUDA)
introduced affordable heterogeneity. Also, FPGA circuits
introduced solutions for fast Domain-specific accelerations
with acceptable price-performance ratio minding the expensive
hardware development process.

To improve future research, an overview of general concepts
of parallel architectures and its exploitations was made. The
most common existing parallel programming models, for pure
and heterogeneous platforms as well, with up-to-date trends,
were analyzed.

Future research could be done on multiple levels:
1) Easier and more programmer-friendly parallel program-

ming models efficient at exploiting parallelism on lower
levels of abstraction

2) Explicit programming models for heterogeneous envi-
ronments

3) Algorithms for automatic discovery of parallelizable
code targeted for specific devices in heterogeneous en-
vironment

4) Reactive and Event-driven programming with paralleliz-
able units of work in heterogeneous environment

5) Integration of Functional and reactive programming into
heterogeneous programming models
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6) Domain-Specific languages design and compiler infras-
tructure for optimal targeting heterogeneous systems
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